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Today’s discussion:

1. What are ChatGPT, AI and large 
language models?

2. What are people talking about?

a. Academic integrity

b. What is “writing”?

c. Safety, ethics, & equity 

3. How does this matter for my 
classroom?

a. How can teachers use it?

b. How can students use it?

c. How can admin/others 
support classroom use?

4. Next steps & resources







Based on GPT-3 “Large Language Model”
● 8 years of web crawling 
● Large corpora of books
● 500 billion tokens
● 175 billion parameters



Based on GPT-3 “Large Language Model”
● 8 years of web crawling 
● Large corpora of books
● 500 billion tokens
● 175 billion parameters

● GPT-4: ?



Mark’s Prompt

ChatGPT’s Output













1. Understand
2. Access
3. Prompt
4. Corroborate
5. Incorporate



There is nothing either 
good or bad, but thinking 
makes it so.

            --Shakespeare, Hamlet



Verse 1:
In Elsinore, the castle stands
A prince consumed by grief and plans
His father's ghost, a tale to tell
Of murder, and a guilty hell

Chorus:
Oh, Hamlet, Hamlet, what will you do?
Revenge is sweet, but it may consume you

Verse 2:
Ophelia, sweet and fair
Caught in a love that's doomed to tear
A heart that's broken, a mind that's bent
A tragic end, the story's spent

Chorus:
Oh, Hamlet, Hamlet, what will you do?
Revenge is sweet, but it may consume you

Bridge:
The throne, the power, the royal game
A battle for the crown, the ultimate aim
But in the end, what does it mean
When all is said and done, and the final curtain seen

Outro:
In Elsinore, the castle stands
A tale of love, of life, of death, of hands
That hold the power, but not the fate
Of those who lived and died, in this Shakespearean 
state.

--Write a song, poem or short story about [Insert 
curriculum text] using ChatGPT.
--In class, discuss what key elements of text the 
AI got right and wrong, author’s craft, style and 
genre



Verse 1:
In Elsinore, the castle walls
Echo with the stories of it all
A father's murder, a son's regret
A love that's lost, I can't forget

Chorus:
Oh, Hamlet, Hamlet, what did you do?
Revenge was sweet, but it ruined you

Verse 2:
Ophelia, innocent and kind
Caught in a love that was one of a kind
But now you're gone and I'm alone
Wondering if it was worth the stone

Chorus:
Oh, Hamlet, Hamlet, what did you do?
Revenge was sweet, but it ruined you

Bridge:
The crown, the power, the royal show
A battle for the throne, but it's all for show
In the end, what does it mean?
When all is said and done, and the curtain 
falls between

Outro:
In Elsinore, the castle walls
Echo with the memories of it all
A love, a life, a death, a reign
But in the end, it was all in vain.

Note: This song is written in a way that tries 
to capture the essence of the play, but also 
in a style that resembles Taylor Swift's way 
of storytelling in her music, with focus on 
personal emotions and experiences.
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WATs like Grammarly    vs     ChatGPT                      .



Academic 
Integrity

Writers’ 
Practice

“About AI” 
vs “With 

AI”



Academic 
Integrity

● Concerns about plagiarism, assessment, 
“outsourcing” 

○ Course policies

○ Task redesign

○ Pedagogy – process in the classroom

○ Engagement

● Seeing what ChatGPT can’t do
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● Concerns about plagiarism, assessment, 
“outsourcing” 

○ Course policies

○ Task redesign

○ Pedagogy – process in the classroom

○ Engagement

● Seeing what ChatGPT can’t do

“If a bot can make a strong response to our task, 
perhaps we might want to rethink the task.”



Writers’ 
Practice

● Professionals are writing about how they 
are already using AI tools in their work.

● There’s an emerging body of knowledge 
about effective practices in using 
ChatGPT and other AI tools as a partner in 
the writing process.

● What are the implications for writing 
teaching young writers?



Writers’ 
Practice

● Professionals are writing about how they 
are already using AI tools in their work.

● There’s an emerging body of knowledge 
about effective practices in using 
ChatGPT and other AI tools as a partner in 
the writing process.

● What are the implications for writing 
teaching young writers?

How do we introduce AI tools into the writing classroom 
effectively, ethically, and with equity in mind?



“About AI” 
vs 

“With AI”

● Things to know about AI in general and 
generative AI in particular

○ Issues around bias

○ Issues around error

○ Issues around responsibility, “good 
and bad actors”

● Understanding that ChatGPT is a product 
to be monetized

In other words…



It has been portrayed as this…



It has been portrayed as this … but it’s actually this.



In the Write Now Teacher Studio, under Deeper Dives:

Writers & the Robots: A Look at ChatGPT 
(bit.ly/3R61mZ8)

- Try it out.  Network with others. 
- Think about your stance and policies.
- Perhaps try something in your classroom.
- Teach about AI itself: what it can/can’t do

Remember: No one is an expert on teaching 
with generative AI

https://studio.nwp.org/share/9W0ndK8qJ0un9UwH?utm_source=manual
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1. Case study of how teachers can integrate 
ChatGPT for lesson planning

2. Case study of how students can use AI as a 
thinking partner

3. How can we create sites/environments to 
interface with ChatGPT and other AI

Chris and Paul





Using 
ChatGPT to 
plan this 
assignment
(link to full 
transcript) 

https://nowcomment.com/documents/autismChatGPT/twopane
https://nowcomment.com/documents/autismChatGPT/twopane
https://nowcomment.com/documents/autismChatGPT/twopane


Step 2. Ethan Lisi TED Talk. In your notes write down at 
least three similarities between the talk by Ethan Lisi 
(excerpts below) and Christopher Boone in The Curious 
Incident of the Dog in the Night Time?

Semester final: Writing portion

Step 1. During this unit we’ve been learning about people 

with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and other 

neurodivergent people. Synthesize information from your 

own notes with the bullet points below to summarize the 

most important things to consider about neurodivergent 

people (75 words or less).

Step 3. Compare at least three of the quotes from the book 

below to what Ethan Lisi said in his TED Talk.

These quotes illustrate some of the challenges that 
Christopher faces as a result of his autism, such as difficulty 
understanding emotions and social cues, as well as a 
tendency to be literal and honest in his communication…

Step 4. Write the essay. 

Essay topic

Write an essay in which you discuss the challenges 
and experiences of individuals with autism. Provide 
examples from the lives of people with autism to 
illustrate the ways in which autism can affect a 
person’s social interactions, communication, and 
daily activities. In your essay, use examples and direct 
quotes from Christoper Boone in The Curious Incident 
of the Dog in the Night Time, and Ethan Lisi.

Link to the writing activity for the 75-minute period

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RhEkZrC9r197VEM3bpvDsojdQwhvgKHrjliGlW8024g/edit


Use AI as a Thinking 
Partner- Example of 
a writing assignment

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rPU51BfuSuA3KLgzF_5XzL2LKZ6vp57jN3UltRlAK-I/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rPU51BfuSuA3KLgzF_5XzL2LKZ6vp57jN3UltRlAK-I/edit


Use AI as a Thinking 
Partner- Example of 
a writing assignment

Link to the post on 
Youth Voices

https://www.youthvoices.live/the-handling-of-misinformation-on-spotify/
https://www.youthvoices.live/the-handling-of-misinformation-on-spotify/
https://www.youthvoices.live/the-handling-of-misinformation-on-spotify/


Student 
thinking

Link to the post on 
Youth Voices

https://www.youthvoices.live/the-handling-of-misinformation-on-spotify/
https://www.youthvoices.live/the-handling-of-misinformation-on-spotify/


Pilar Creates and 
Publishes a Blog Post 

with the Assistance of AI 

Paul Allison



● Logs in at Youth Voices.
● Opens a page for creating a 

Discussion Post & AI Mojo.
● Opens AI Mojo.

1 of 6 - Pilar gets ready to use AI 



Students can compose and use AI on their phones or computers.







● Finds and reads two articles for this 
project.

● Uses an AI Mojo Template to do a 
SIFT reliability check on both.

2 of 6 - Pilar uses AI to evaluate her 
sources



When Pilar uses the “SIFT for Reliability” 
template she is telling AI to produce a result by 
following these directions.

https://hapgood.us/2019/06/19/sift-the-four-moves/






See: SIFT (The Four Moves)

https://hapgood.us/2019/06/19/sift-the-four-moves/








● Writes her own summaries of the 
articles.

● Proofreads and formats.

3 of 6 - Pilar starts with her own 
writing without using AI











● Uses an AI Mojo template: TL;DR 
(Too Long; Didn’t Read) to get an AI 
summary for each article. 

● Copies, pastes and formats the AI 
summaries

4 of 6 - Pilar gets AI summaries of the 
articles to check against her own 



Copies entire 
article to paste 
into AI Mojo.







Copies all of 
the second 
article to paste 
into AI Mojo.



Keeps the same 
template.
 
Pastes text from 
second article.

Hits Generate.







● Writes a comparison of her own and 
the AI summaries. 

● Realizes she needs to cite articles 
at the top.

● Creates a prompt asking AI to 
format her citations

5 of 6 - Pilar asks AI for help









Option 1:

BBC. (2021, June 3). Joe Rogan and Neil Young criticise Spotify over Covid misinformation. BBC News. Retrieved from https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-60191264

Boston University. (2022, June 3). Joe Rogan and Neil Young Slam Spotify over Covid Misinformation. Boston University. Retrieved from 
https://www.bu.edu/articles/2022/joe-rogan-neil-young-spotify-covid-misinformation/

Option 2:

Bowden, George. “Harry and Meghan Reveal Spotify Covid Row Concerns.” BBC News, BBC, 30 Jan. 2022, https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-60191264.

Barlow, Rich. “Should Spotify Back Joe Rogan in Covid Misinformation Dispute with Neil Young?” Boston University, 1 Feb. 2022, 
https://www.bu.edu/articles/2022/joe-rogan-neil-young-spotify-covid-misinformation/.

https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-60191264


● Uses Dall-E to create an AI image 
for her post.

● Adds categories, tags, & featured 
image. 

● Hits Publish.

6 of 6 - Pilar uses AI to prepare to 
publish











Click this slide 
to see Pilar’s 
post with 
comments. 
Add you own!

https://www.youthvoices.live/the-handling-of-misinformation-on-spotify/


Pilar integrates AI into her composing 
process in four different ways

She uses AI to:
● evaluate her sources
● get summaries of the articles to check against her 

own
● format her citations
● create a featured image for publication



To do: Instructors

1. Address ChatGPT and similar technology in your syllabus

2. Discuss expectations with your class and establish community 
norms for ethical use

3. Run your assignments through ChatGPT to understand potential 
output (and your assignment)-consider the value of process writing

4. Consider how it might help you

5. Consider how it might help your students ● Understand
● Access
● Prompt
● Corroborate
● Incorporate



As a tool, [ChatGPT] is most useful in the 
hands of people who already have the skills 

and knowledge to write well.

When we write, we are both 
expressing and exploring an idea.



WRITE Center| ChatGPT and the Future of Writing Instruction | 

Upcoming webinar



WRITE Center| ChatGPT and the Future of Writing Instruction | 

Resources

Preprint of Educational Research and 
AI-Generated Writing: Confronting the 
Coming Tsunami, by Tate, Doroudi, Ritchie, 
Xu, & Warschauer.

Elicit: Search engine focused on academic 
research

DALL-E 2: Image generator

AI Text Generators: Sources to Stimulate 
Discussion Among Teachers, A. Mills

Detecting AI-generated text: GPTZero

National Writing Project
Write Now Teacher Studio Deep Dive:
Writers & the Robots: A Look at ChatGPT

Beginner video

https://edarxiv.org/4mec3/
https://elicit.org/
https://openai.com/dall-e-2/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1V1drRG1XlWTBrEwgGqd-cCySUB12JrcoamB5i16-Ezw/edit#heading=h.y7vlxxluoxbv
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1V1drRG1XlWTBrEwgGqd-cCySUB12JrcoamB5i16-Ezw/edit#heading=h.y7vlxxluoxbv
https://tinyurl.com/GPTZERO
https://studio.nwp.org/share/9W0ndK8qJ0un9UwH?utm_source=manual
https://youtu.be/JTxsNm9IdYU
https://oneusefulthing.substack.com/p/all-my-classes-suddenly-became-ai

